To deal with the three-dimensional trajectory tracking control problem for an underactuated AUV, a non-smooth controller based on adding a power integrator approach is designed in this paper. Firstly, the trajectory tracking error system is established based on the kinematic equation and dynamic equation of underactuated AUV. And the trajectory tracking error system is represented as a cascade system of position errors and velocity errors by designing desired velocities. Then, the controller is designed by using adding a power integrator approach for the trajectory tracking error system. Finally, it is proved that the underactuated AUV can track the desired trajectory in finite time by constructing suitable Lyapunov functions. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed control method.
INTRODUCTION
Autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) plays a vital role in the development of marine resources. The precise trajectory tracking capability of AUV is the technical basis for special operations such as underwater exploration, salvage, obstacle avoidance and so on [1] - [2] . The trajectory tracking control problem can be described as: designing a control input to enable the AUV to start from a given initial state and track the reference trajectory in a given inertial reference frame. Generally, the AUV is equipped with only a stern thruster and a set of operating rudder (horizontal rudder and vertical rudder), and it is a typical underactuated system [3] . At the same time, the kinematic and dynamic model of AUV have a high degree of nonlinearity and coupling, which makes the trajectory tracking control problem of AUV have so many particular difficulties. In the past decade, the trajectory tracking control of the underactuated AUV has been a field of increasing interest. Different control methods have been used by many researchers such as sliding mode control [4] - [5] , backstepping control [6] - [8] , cascade system control method [9] - [10] and so on. In [4] and [5] , the threedimensional trajectory tracking error equation is established based on the virtual guidance method. And the sliding mode controllers are designed through the recursive sliding mode designing theory. The robustness of the threedimensional trajectory tracking system is guaranteed. However, the chattering problem is difficult to avoided essentially. In [6] , a backstepping controller based on defining the virtual velocity error variable is designed, which effectively avoids the singular value problem of the traditional backstepping control law. In [7] , the adaptive controller is designed based on the backstepping method to This work is supported by National Nature Science Foundation under Grant 61573378.
realize the three-dimensional trajectory tracking of the underactuated AUV, but the tracking error is only asymptotically convergent and the convergence rate is slow. In [8] , the feedback gaining backstepping method is used to design the controller, which simplifies the form of the controller. But, it can only track the continuous linear trajectories in the three-dimensional space. The controllers are designed by using cascade theory for the underactuated AUV's kinematic equation and the dynamic equation separately in [9] . And the AUV can track the reference trajectory asymptotically. In [10] , the error of position and velocity are transformed into a cascaded system, and the controller is designed by the backstepping method to realize the three-dimensional trajectory tracking control of the underactuated AUV. The final tracking error will converge exponentially to zero. The tracking error system is divided into multiple cascade structures in [11] , and the theory of cascade system is used to realize the threedimensional linear trajectory tracking. In most of the literatures about the trajectory tracking control of the underactuated AUV, the closed-loop control systems are exponentially convergent. Comparing with the asymptotically convergent systems, the finite-time convergent systems have faster convergence rates. Adding a power integrator is a design approach of finite-time controller, which has attracted many researchers' interest in recent years [12] - [18] . Because adding a power integrator approach has advantages on faster convergence rate, it is usually used in the study of actual nonlinear system control [15] - [18] . In [15] , the trajectory tracking control law is designed for the mobile robot system by using adding a power integrator approach, which realizes the finite-time convergence of the system. And the fast tracking of the mobile robot is also ensured. In [16] , the controller is designed by using adding a power integrator approach, which provides a faster tracking rate for the actuated AUV trajectory tracking control system. Adding a power integrator approach is also used in the multi-agent consensus control problems, which guarantees the finite-time stability of the closed-loop systems and improves the convergence rate of the systems. In this paper, the tracking error model is deduced for the trajectory tracking control problem of the underactuated AUV in three-dimensional space. The controller is designed by using adding a power integrator approach to guarantee the finite time stability of the closed-loop system, and the convergence rate of the system is improved. Simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed controller.
AUV MODELING
In order to study the motion of the AUV, two special reference frames need to be defined. These frames are the inertial reference frame{I}, and the body-fixed reference frame {B}, as depicted in Fig.1 . The origin OB of the body-fixed reference frame is usually chosen to coincide with the center of gravity. The body axes x, y and z coincide with the principal axes of inertia, and they are usually defined as follows: x is the longitudinal axis, y is the transverse axis, and z is the normal axis. In the inertial reference frame {I}, the OIX axis and the OIY axis are perpendicular to each other in the horizontal plane, and the OIZ axis is vertically downward along the vertical direction and perpendicular to the OIXY plane. The kinematic model of the underactuated AUV in threedimensional space can be described as [19] ( ) J = η η υ 
The dynamic model of the underactuated AUV in threedimensional space can be described as [19] ( ) + ( ) ( )
where 
CONTROLLER DESIGN
Lemma 1 [16] . Considering q are positive odd integers.
The Error Equation of Trajectory Tracking
For three-dimensional trajectory tracking control, it is necessary to force the underactuated AUV to track the desired trajectory. The position tracking error in the body-fixed reference frame is written as follows:
The derivative of ε with respect to time is x with respect to time If we chose 
The equation (5) can be written as The coordinate transformation is introduced as follow:
And it is very helpful for designing controller. The equation (7) and (6) can be written as
then the equation (9) 
Controller Design
For the trajectory tracking error system (8) and (10) (8) and (10) , if the controller is chosen as
Proof.
Step 1. The following candidate Lyapunov function is selected:
V with respect to time yields the following: 
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Step 2. Choose the following Lyapunov function:
According to Lemma 2, it can be obtained that
Substituting (16) and (17) into (14) yields
The derivative of 2 1 2 ( , )
By Lemma 2, it can be obtained that
Substituting the above inequality into (19) yields 
Substituting (21) into (20) yields
In addition, the following inequality holds:
, it can be obtained that Note that 0 (1 )/ 2 1 d < + < .Hence, according to Lemma 1, it can be concluded that the trajectory tracking error system (8) and (10) is globally finite-time stable. For the equation (9), it is pre-multiplied by 1 1
Because of
, and the independent controls X, M and N are chosen as 
NUMERICAL SIMULATION
In this section, some simulations are performed to illustrate the effectiveness of the designed controller. The parameters of the underactuated AUV is shown in Table. 1 of [10] . The desired trajectory is given as Fig 3-5 shows the curves of the surge velocity tracking error, the pitch velocity tracking error and the yaw rate tracking error of the underactuated AUV, respectively. Fig  3 shows the curve of the surge tracking error of the underactuated AUV. From this figure, it can be noticed that the surge velocity error converges to zero in 15s using the designed controller and in 70s using the backstepping controller. Fig 4 shows the curves of the pitch velocity tracking error. The pitch velocity tracking error converges to zero in 20s using the designed controller. The backstepping controller force the pitch velocity tracking error to converge to zero in 80s. The curves of the yaw rate tracking error is shown in Fig 5. It can be seen from the figure that the underactuated AUV tracks the desired yaw velocity in 15s using the designed controller, while the backstepping controller forces the tracking error converges to zero in 75s. It can be concluded that the designed controller makes the surge velocity error, the pitch velocity error and the yaw velocity error of the underactuated AUV converge to zero faster than the backstepping controller in this paper.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the trajectory tracking controller is designed by using adding a power integrator approach for the three-dimensional trajectory tracking control problem of the underactuated AUV. And the trajectory tracking error system is represented as a cascade system of position errors and velocity errors. Based on the Lyapunov stability theory, the finite-time stability of the system is proved. Comparing with the general backstepping controller, the designed controller can offer a faster convergence rate for the tracking error system due to the fractional power. Moreover, the simulation results show that the underactuated AUV can track the desired three-dimensional time-varying trajectory quickly in this paper.
